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Some Item Analysis and Test Theory
for a System of Computer-Assisted Test
Construction for Individualized Instruction
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Under given conditions, conventional testing and
computer-generated repeatable testing (CGRT) are
equally effective for estimating examinee ability;
CGRT is more effective than conventional testing
for estimating the mean ability level of a group;

and CGRT is less effective for estimating ability
differences among individuals. These conclusions
are drawn from domain-referenced test theory as
distinguished from norm-referenced test theory.

There are various ways in which computers are used to aid in the construction of tests (see Lippey,
1974). Under a procedure used for individualized instruction in certain colleges and universities, a
student contacts the computer (or its designated agent) when he/she wishes to take a test. The
computer selects a limited number of test items to be administered to this student from a large, stored
pool of items. In the case considered here, item selection is random or random within a stratum.
Prosser and Jensen (1971) and Emerson (1974), among others, have discussed this system of testing
and labeled it computer-generated repeatable testing (CGRT.

In general, there must be little overlap between the items administered to any two students or to the
same student on two different testings. This is necessary in order to prevent a student from obtaining
a high score simply by memorizing the scoring key for a test taken by a friend. This safeguard makes
it necessary for the computer to have a pool available which contains many items-perhaps 10 to 40
items for each item chosen for administration to a given student at a given time. In this situation, any
one item is administered to only one-tenth to one-fortieth of the examinees. For any given pair of
items, relatively few students will Iikely be presented with both items.
Baker (1974) discusses the need for item analysis and item statistics to be used with computer-as-

sisted test construction. He points out the difficulties arising when two different examinees, for the
most part, take different sets of items and mentions the possibility of applying the theory of randomly
parallel tests (Lord & Novick, 1968, chap. 11) to this problem. The present paper uses the theory of
randomly parallel tests (or theory of item sampling) to evaluate an obvious, but not obviously effec-
tive, method of scoring and item analysis in the CGRT situation already described.
As ordinarily used, item-sampling theory is a domain-referenced theory, as distinct from a norm-

referenced theory. If some of the conclusions reached are unexpected, it is because we are accustomed
to thinking in terms of norm-referenced test theory.
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Item Difficulty
It will be convenient to discuss first a simple and familiar problem-the estimation of item diffi-

culty. In conventional testing and item analysis, the same number N examinees answer each item. If
these N examinees are a random sample from some population of examinees, the observed proportion
p; of correct answers to dichotomously scored item i is an unbiased estimate of the corresponding pro-
portion nt, the item difficulty in the population of examinees.
Over random samples from an infinite population of examinees, Np; has the familiar binomial dis-

tribution. The expected value of pi is Tri and the standard error of pi is

This is true even though different examinees have different chances of success on the item. Since
most critical readers believe this last statement to be false, an illustrative example is offered. Suppose
there are just three different types of examinees, denoted byA, B, C. In the infinite population, these
three types occur with equal frequency. On a given item i, the chance of success is .1 for examinees of
Type A, .5 for Type B, and .6 for Type C. Samples of just N = 2 examinees are drawn at random. In
any sample, the estimated item difficulty p; equals the proportion of correct answers. Since N = 2, p;
= 0, .5 or 1. The left column of Table 1 shows the nine equally likely possible samples of N = 2 ex-
aminees. For each sample of examinees, the three columns to the right show the probability that pi =
0, .5, and 1. The bottom row of the table is obtained by averaging the numbers above it. Thus, it
shows the probability across all samples that p; = 0, .5,1. It is now seen that these overall probabilities
follow the binomial distribution: (1 - Tri)’, 2n~(1 - n;), and rr?, with Tri = (.1 + .5 + .6)/3 = .4.

Suppose, instead, that there are three times as many of Type A examinees as there are of Type B or
C in the population. This means that the rows of Table 1 containing A are three times as frequent as
the others-except for the top row, which is nine times as frequent. When the probabilities in the
body of the table are weighted by these new frequencies before being averaged, the overall probabil-
ities (last line of the table) are found to be .5184, .4032, and .0784. This is the binomial distribution
with its = (3 X .1 + .5 + .6)/5 = .28.
The reader may use other numerical examples, which in this case may be more convincing than

mathematical arguments. A logical proof is as follows: It will make no difference in the final samp-
ling distribution whether we first choose N examinees at random from an infinite population of ex-
aminees and then secure the responses of these N examinees to the given item or whether we first se-
cure the response of each examinee in the population to the given item and then draw N responses at
random from the resulting infinite population of responses. The former procedure is what we usually
think of doing; the latter, effectively identical procedure clearly produces a binomial distribution of
successes.

In CGRT, each item is administered to a random sample of examinees. The mean, standard error
and distribution off, are thus formally the same as in conventional testing. However, the number N
of people who take a given item is likely to be much smaller in CGR T than in conventional testing.

In theory, one could try to adjust the p; for different items to take into account the fact that the ex-
aminees who happen to take item i differ slightly in ability from those who take item j. The adjust-
ment in pi would be of order 1 /B/W. Since S.E.(pJ is also of order I/yTM the improvement in S.E.(pj
would only be of order 1/N. Such small adjustments will not be considered here.

Item Sampling
A pool of items is available to the computer. Statistical analysis here could be carried through for a

finite pool, but for simplicity we will assume the pool to be infinite.
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Table 1

Illustrative Distribution of Sample Item Difficulty Across Samples

Large pools are often constructed by writing 10 to 40 items on each piece of information or instruc-
tional goal to be tested. Usually, the computer constructs a test by selecting (at random) one and only
one item on each piece of information or instructional goal. This is known as stratified random samp-
ling, and it reduces sampling fluctuations below what would occur under simple random sampling.
For simplicity, the present report deals only with the simple case, where each item is selected at ran-
dom from the entire pool. Under stratified sampling of items, the sampling errors would be smaller
than found here.
We will want to compare the errors of measurement (sampling errors) that we find for CGRT with

those found in more conventional testing. If the same random sample of n items is administered to all
examinees, we will follow Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda, and Rajaratnam (1972), borrowing a term from
analysis of variance and referring to this situation as the crossed case. If a different random sample of
n items is administered to each examinee, we will refer to this as the uncrossed (or nested) case. Cron-
bach et al. give a thorough discussion of the application of analysis of variance to crossed and to un-
crossed data of the kind considered here.

It may be helpful to locate our uncrossed case within the general field of item and matrix sampling.
Our uncrossed case differs from simple item sampling and from simple matrix sampling because in
our case, each person gets a different sample of items. Our uncrossed case is subsumed under mul-
tiple-matrix sampling (Lord & Novick, 1968, Section 11.12), in which different samples of rows
(items) are administered to different samples of columns (examinees). Furthermore, our case is a spe-
cial case of multiple-matrix sampling in that for us, the number of examinees in each sample of ex-
aminees is just one, so that our matrix sample is really a vector sample.
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. Test Score

How useful will number-right scores be for measuring examinees when, as assumed here, each ex-
aminee takes a different random sample of n items? No further assumptions are needed to conclude
that x,,, the number-right score of examinee a, has the binomial distribution

where ~a is the proportion- correct true score of examinee a. (This result is discussed in detail by Lord
& Novick, 1968, Section 11.9.) The true score ~,, may be thought of as the proportion of items the ex-
aminee would answer correctly in the entire infinite population of items. Cronbach et al. call it the
universe score. Tryon (1957), Millman (1974), and workers in criterion-referenced testing call it the
domain score.
The mean of this distribution is

and the variance is

where the subscript I denotes that the variance is taken over all random samples of items. Again, all
this is true regardless of the fact that different items are of different difficulty for examinee a. Table 1
will provide a numerical example, provided we interchange people and items.

Let ea = xQ - ~a denote the error of measurement for examinee a. Since ~a is constant for examinee
a, Var, e. (the squared standard error of measurement for examinee a) is the same as Var/xa

The standard error of measurement (see Equation 4) for an individual is the same whether all indi-
viduals are tested with the same random sample of n items (crossed case) or with a different random
sample of n items (uncrossed case). Neither crossed nor uncrossed testing has any advantage for the
measurement of single individuals.
The following section nevertheless demonstrates the counterintuitive result: for determining the

mean score of a group of individuals, one method is distinctly better than the other.

Group Mean Test Score
We are concerned with the sampling variance of the mean score for a fixed group of N examinees

across all samples of items (note that we are sampling items, not people):

In the uncrossed case, the scores of examinees a and h are independent, since each takes an inde-
pendent sample of items, so that for a ~ b, Covl (xa,Xb) = 0. Thus, for the uncrossed case
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In the crossed case, if the n items in the test are difficult items, xa and xb are likely to be low; if they
are easy items, xa and x, are likely to be high. Thus, for random sampling of items in the crossed case,
typically CovAx.,x,) > 0, unless all items in the infinite pool are of equal difficulty.

In the crossed case, Varik is larger than in the uncrossed case, unless all items are of the same diffi-
culty. In the uncrossed case (Equation 7), Varx7 vanishes for large N. This does not happen in the
crossed case when the items are of unequal difficulty, because the right side of Equation 7 is simply
the average of the N2 terms in the summation, and these are typically greater than zero. The un-
crossed CGR T method of testing discussed here is better for estimating the average performance of a
large group than is the more conventional method of giving the same test to all examinees.

In the uncrossed case, x 2:,,x,,IN is a function of N independently distributed random variables, x,,.
As is usual in such cases, the sampling variance of x is of order 1/N. In the crossed case, x« is not dis-
tributed independently; if n difficult items are chosen, all xa tend to be lower than if n easy items are
chosen. It is this lack of independence in the crossed case that prevents the sampling variance of x
from vanishing for large N.
The variance for the crossed case is easily written down directly from the fact that

The variance is seen to be

where Varip is the variance across all items in the pool of the item difficulty statistic pi (the proportion
of correct answers to item i). There is no simple expression for the difference between the variances
represented by Equations 7 and 9, except as already discussed in connection with Equation 6.’
The advantage of CGRT over conventional testing for estimating the mean level of performance of

a group is a result of the following fact: the total pool of items is much better represented in the data
when each examinee takes a different sample of n items than when all examinees take the same
sample of n items.

Individual Differences

Suppose we do not need to measure individuals on an absolute scale, but only to compare ex-
aminees. How accurately can we estimate differences between individual true scores?

Clearly, xa - xb is an unbiased estimator of 4. - 4,. Now consider the sampling variance

As already noted, CoVÂXa,Xb) is zero in the uncrossed case, so for that case:

’Some perspective on our problem is obtained by noting that Equation 7 for the standard error of a group mean could be ob-
tained from the general formula for the standard error of a mean under multiple-matrix sampling given by Lord and Novick
(1968, Equation 11.12.3). Our uncrossed case is obtained by replacing their N by 1, M by N, N by N. and letting their n &rarr; &infin;.

Our crossed case (Equation 9) can be obtained by replacing their M by 1, N by N, and letting their n &rarr; &infin;.
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If the items in the pool are not all of equal difficulty, CoVÁXa,Xb) > 0 in the crossed case, so that Var~(xQ
- xb) is smaller than in the uncrossed case.

So far, we have the following conclusions: (1) crossed and uncrossed measurement are equally ef-
fective for measuring a single individual; (2) crossed measurement is better for measuring differences
between individuals; (3) uncrossed measurement is better for determining the absolute level of per-
formance of a group.

Item-Test Correlation

The main products of an item analysis are often an item difficulty statistic and an item-test correla-
tion for each item. The latter, to be denoted by rgx, is the correlation between u,, the score on item g,
and x, the number-right test score. To avoid a spurious relationship, item g will be excluded from the
items used to find x.

By a standard formula .

where sgx is a covariance, sg and s,, are standard deviations. In the conventional (crossed) case, each ex-
aminee’s number-right score is based on the same set of n items. What is the effect on rgx if each ex-
aminee takes a different set of n items (uncrossed case)? Does this greatly lower the item-test correla-
tion or increase its standard error?

Let us answer these questions for the numerator of Equation 12, the covariance,

where Uga denotes the score of examinee a on item g. Since ~a(uga - pg) = 0, Equation 13 can also be
written

The responses uga(a = 1, 2, ..., l~ to item g are considered given and fixed in this case. The only
sampling fluctuations arise from the random sampling of the items used to find x,,. The effects of
sampling examinees are not considered here. Expectations, to be denoted by Ei, are to be taken over
all possible random samples of items, excluding item g. Thus,

The expectation of the item-test covariance is equal to the covariance between the item and the true
score. (Note that in an infinite population of items, I is not changed by removing item g from the
population.)

This result is equally true for the crossed case and for the uncrossed case. We see that neither
method of testing introduces any bias into the item-test covariance.
Our next concern is with the sampling variance of sgx:
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Since CoVaeXa,Xb) = 0 whenever a 0 b for the uncrossed case, by Equations 16 and 4

Note that this variance decreases as N increases.

For the crossed case,

where sg; denotes the inter-item covariance over N examinees between u~~ and uia-the responses to

items g and i respectively. VarrsB; is the variance of this covariance taken over all items in the infinite
pool, item g being fixed.
The main point to note is that in the uncrossed case (Equation 17) the sampling variance of s8x be-

comes small as N becomes large. In the crossed case (Equation 18), this is not true.
It can be shown that in the uncrossed case, the denominator as well as the numerator of Equation

12 has a sampling variance that vanishes for large N. Thus, assuming the score variance sx to be non-
zero, the sampling variance of the item-test correlation vanishes for large N in the uncrossed case but
not in the crossed case.
When N is given and large enough, the CGRT procedure estimates item-domain correlation better

than the crossed procedure. Offsetting this in practice, however, is the fact that the available N for the
CGRT procedure is likely to be much smaller than in conventional testing.

Sample Estimates of Sampling Variances

The main concern so far has been to compare statistics obtained from the unconventional, un-
crossed CGRT testing procedure with statistics obtained from conventional or &dquo;crossed&dquo; testing. The
formulas developed for various sampling variances are not in a form useful for practical workers. The
formulas below, presented without proof, give sample estimators of the sampling variances of inter-
est. These estimators are unbiased in item sampling, as indicated by the symbol =, to be read &dquo;is esti-
mated without bias by.&dquo;
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In both crossed and uncrossed testing,

These formulas do not assume that n or N is large. Items are assumed to be sampled from an infin-
ite pool. The N examinees are not considered as sampled but rather as fixed.

Numerical Example
For one set of test data at hand, N =1521, n = 41, x = 30.9, s.,, = 5.7, sp = .167. For the crossed case,

using Equation 22, the estimated standard error of x is 1.1. If each set of n items were a random
sample from an infinite pool of items, the estimated standard error of x- for the uncrossed case would,
by applying Equation 20, be .07.
The difference between 1.1 and .07 illustrates the strong advantage of item sampling for estimating

a mean. This advantage arises from the fact that the pool of items is much better represented when
each examinee takes a different set of 41 items than when only one set of 41 items is used for everyone.
As discussed earlier, the formulas derived here assume an infinite pool of items. Thus, the un-

crossed case would require administering 41 x 1,521 = 62,361 different items. For the data at hand,
only 1,033 different items were actually available for administration. Since n = 41 is small compared
to 1,033, little is lost by assuming an infinite pool of items.
The estimated standard error of the item-test covariance was computed for five different items for

the crossed case (Equation 23) and for the uncrossed case (Equation 21). The results are given in
Table 2. For these data, the uncrossed procedure gives smaller sampling variances than the crossed
procedure.
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Table 2

Estimated Standard Errors of Item-Test Covariance

In the uncrossed case, the standard error depends on the number of examinees taking the item.
About 190 examinees took each item in Table 2. If the number had been smaller, the uncrossed
standard errors would have been larger.
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